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Fabric Surface Characterization: Assessment of
Deep Learning-based Texture Representations Using
a Challenging Dataset
Yuting Hu, Zhiling Long, Anirudha Sundaresan, Motaz Alfarraj, Ghassan AlRegib,
Sungmee Park, Sundaresan Jayaraman
Abstract—Tactile sensing or fabric hand plays a critical role in
an individual’s decision to buy a certain fabric from the range of
available fabrics for a desired application. Therefore, textile and
clothing manufacturers have long been in search of an objective
method for assessing fabric hand, which can then be used to
engineer fabrics with a desired hand. Recognizing textures and
materials in real-world images has played an important role
in object recognition and scene understanding. In this paper,
we explore how to computationally characterize apparent or
latent properties (e.g., surface smoothness) of materials, i.e.,
computational material surface characterization, which moves
a step further beyond material recognition. We formulate the
problem as a very fine-grained texture classification problem, and
study how deep learning-based texture representation techniques
can help tackle the task. We introduce a new, large-scale chal-
lenging microscopic material surface dataset (CoMMonS), geared
towards an automated fabric quality assessment mechanism
in an intelligent manufacturing system. We then conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the-art deep learning-based
methods for texture classification using CoMMonS. Additionally,
we propose a multi-level texture encoding and representation
network (MuLTER), which simultaneously leverages low- and
high-level features to maintain both texture details and spatial
information in the texture representation. Our results show that,
in comparison with the state-of-the-art deep texture descriptors,
MuLTER yields higher accuracy not only on our CoMMonS
dataset for material characterization, but also on established
datasets such as MINC-2500 and GTOS-mobile for material
recognition. Our dataset and source code are published on-
line at https://ghassanalregib.info/software-and-datasets, which
will serve as a benchmark for evaluating deep learning-based
techniques for both material surface characterization and, more
generally, very fine-grained texture classification.
Index Terms—Texture representation and fine-grained texture
classification, material surface characterization, fabric hand,
deep neural network, texture dataset.
I. ROLE OF TEXTURE IN OBJECTS AND SCENES
IN his seminal paper, Peirce [1] proposed the concept offabric “handle” and stated the following: “In judging the
feel or ‘handle’ of a material, use is made of such sensations
as stiffness or limpness, hardness or softness, and roughness or
smoothness. It is desirable to devise physical tests that analyse
and reflect the sensations felt and assign numerical values to
the measurements.” He then presented a series of laboratory
tests that reflected the sensations, namely, stiffness, hardness
and smoothness (stroking a material), and laid the foundation
for linking “objective” measurements of fabric properties to
“subjective” assessment of fabric hand or feel experienced by
the user.
Fig. 1. Fabric hand: the roles of material, manufacturing and process
parameters.
A fabric’s subjective properties of stiffness, hardness,
smoothness and drape experienced by the user are deter-
mined by the intrinsic properties of the materials, (e.g., fibers
and yarns), manufacturing methods (e.g., weaving, knitting,
braiding, nonwovens) and process parameters (e.g., structure,
speeds, finishes). The relationship between these independent
parameters - material, manufacturing, and process - and the
dependent parameter - fabric hand - is shown in Fig. 1.
Tactile sensing or fabric hand plays a critical role in an
individual’s decision to buy a certain fabric from the range of
available fabrics for a desired application. Therefore, textile
and clothing manufacturers have long been in search of an
objective method for assessing fabric hand, which can then be
used to “engineer” fabrics [2] with a desired hand using the
independent parameters shown in Fig. 1. One of the successful
systems in practice has been the Kawabata Evaluation System
(KES) developed by Kawabata and Niwa to assess the total
hand value of fabrics [3], [4]. The Fabric Assurance by Simple
Testing (FAST) system was developed in the 1980s as a
simpler alternative to the Kawabata system and minimized
the testing and assessment time [5]. Ciesielska-Wrobel and
Langenhove present a review of research developments in the
area of fabric hand and discuss the challenges associated with
the “subjective” ranking of fabric hand by humans, especially
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when the differences are very little [6].
In short, there is a critical need for a tool or system that
can objectively assess fabric hand. This is especially so in
today’s global market in which the enterprise must fine-tune
its processes and leverage its core design and manufacturing
competencies to produce the right product, with the right
quality, in the right quantity, at the right price, and at the
right time [7] (the five Rs). The integration of information
technology in the textile industry has been gaining ground
in recent years. The advancements in computing and com-
munication technologies are being harnessed to catalyze the
textile industry to create customized high quality products that
meet the specific needs of consumers. For instance, advanced
computer vision systems have been developed to study the
features (e.g., texture) of fabrics to identify and classify
defects [8].
In this paper, we propose an innovative concept of using
computer vision and image processing to study the visual
features of fabrics and develop an objective method to assess
fabric handle. Unlike the Kawabata or FAST methods used
in the textile industry, there is no need to measure a series
of mechanical properties of fabrics in the laboratory to assess
fabric hand.
Role of Texture in Objects and Scenes: Real-world
images exhibit abundant textural information in objects and
scenes. To understand such images, it is very important to be
able to characterize the textures. Texture representation aims
to extract descriptive features that provide important visual
cues or characteristic properties of texture patterns. It has
been an active research area for decades. Systematic reviews
on widely adopted texture descriptors, both handcrafted and
learning-based ones, have been provided in [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Distinctive and robust representation of texture is the
key for various multimedia applications such as content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) [13], face detection/recognition [14],
object detection, image/texture segmentation, dynamic tex-
ture/scene recognition [15], [14], [16], and texture/color style
transfer [17], [18]. Commonly, textures observed in natural
scenes are representative of various materials. Thus, an ef-
fective texture representation will also be helpful for ana-
lyzing and understanding the associated materials. Recently,
automated material analysis has attracted increasing interest
from researchers in the image processing and computer vision
community, for potential applications spanning from scene
understanding to robotics and industrial inspection [12]. For
example, if an autonomous vehicle knows what kind of ground
terrain it is driving on (i.e., whether the ground surface
material is concrete, asphalt, soil, or pebbles), it can adjust
itself according to the actual outdoor environment to ensure a
successful operation [19].
Existing research works on automated material analysis
mainly focus on material recognition, where the objective is to
classify various types of materials into their associated cate-
gories. Typically, such classification is coarse-grained, with the
materials of interest cover a wide range of generic categories.
For example, in [20], materials considered include fabric,
foliage, glass, leather, metal, paper, plastic, stone, water, and
wood; while in [19], [21], materials being studied are ground
surfaces made of asphalt, concrete, pebbles, soil, etc.. On a
few occasions, fine-grained material classification has been
studied, where the subject materials belong to the same generic
category but different sub-categories. As an example, in [22],
the generic category of fabric is divided into sub-categories
such as cotton, terrycloth, denim, fleece, nylon, polyester, silk,
viscose, and wool. Although material recognition is important,
we believe material analysis should also address the topic of
material surface characterization. This is an analysis that takes
a step further beyond merely recognizing the material. It aims
to find out more detailed information about a material in terms
of certain specific properties of the material. For example,
for a robotic arm to catch a glass container, not only does it
need to recognize the material being glass (thus being fragile),
but it also has to know further the level of fragility of that
particular glass container, so that it can apply appropriate level
of pressure to the object when catching it. Such problems have
rarely been reported in the image processing and computer
vision literature, but are of practical significance. Essentially,
material characterization can be considered as a very fine-
grained classification, where the categories belong to the same
material (e.g., glass) but represent different levels in terms of
a certain property of the material (e.g. fragility).
In this paper, we study material surface characterization
in the context of intelligent manufacturing systems in the
textile industry, where an automatic quality evaluation system
is in need to perform an objective assessment of manufac-
tured fabric surfaces, viz., fabric hand. Traditionally, the hand
assessment is performed by a subject expert who manually
touches the fabric. Not only does such a subjective assessment
demand skills and experience, but it also has major drawbacks
including involving extensive labor, consuming considerable
amount of time, and most undesirably, suffering from possible
human errors and inconsistency. Therefore, it is desirable to
develop an automatic system that can perform an objective
fabric surface or hand assessment instead, which is reliable,
consistent, and efficient. The objective is to examine the
fabrics in terms of the characteristics of interest such as the
relative fiber length and smoothness on the fabric surface. Few
attempts reported in literature (e.g., [23]) have tried to char-
acterize fabrics via objective means using chemical, physical,
or mechanical measurements, but with limited success. We
believe texture image analysis is a feasible approach here,
as the target characteristics are visual and tactile properties
observed at fabric surfaces which have been demonstrated
to be generally correlated with visual properties of texture
images [24], [25].
Treated as a very fine-grained texture classification, the task
of material surface characterization is particularly challenging
in two aspects. First, comparing to coarse-grained classifi-
cation, here the inter-class appearance variations are much
smaller, while the intra-class visual variations can sometimes
be relevantly significant because of diverse photometric and
geometric conditions. Second, some material surface char-
acteristics of interest may be more latent than apparent,
not always easily distinguishable in the visual appearance.
Therefore, advanced techniques such as deep learning-based
texture analysis are indispensable for the material surface
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characterization task.
Nowadays, because of the record-breaking recognition per-
formance, the convolutional neural network (CNN) [26] has
emerged as the new state-of-the-art tool for object recognition
and classification. Different from object recognition, texture
and material recognition generally is challenging in demanding
an orderless representation of micro-structures (i.e., texture
encoding). Concatenated global CNN activations with a fully
connected layer as a classifier have limitations in meeting the
need for a geometry-invariant representation describing feature
distributions. To transfer knowledge from object recognition
to texture recognition, several CNN-inspired approaches were
proposed [10], [11]. As the most representative work among
these initial attempts, Cimpoi et al. [9] proposed a learning-
based texture representation, FV-CNN, that replaces hand-
crafted filter banks with pretrained convolution layers for the
feature extractor. One shortcoming of the FV-CNN architecture
is the separate learning of CNN feature extraction, texture en-
coding and classifier training, which does not benefit from the
labeled data. To jointly learn them together in an end-to-end
manner, Zhang et al. [27] proposed a deep texture encoding
network (Deep-TEN), which builds a texture encoding layer
incorporating the dictionary learning and feature pooling on
top of the CNN architecture. Later, Xue et al. [21] presented
a deep encoding pooling network (DEP), which adds local
spatial information to Deep-TEN. However, neither Deep-TEN
nor DEP fully utilizes CNN features from different layers and
resolutions. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a multi-level
convolutional neural network that improves over them in this
aspect.
As mentioned earlier, our research is targeted towards mate-
rial surface characterization. To the best of our knowledge, the
only deep learning-based material characterization work in the
literature was reported by Sun et al. [28], who automatically
estimated roughness of milled metal surfaces using a CNN.
However, our work is different from theirs in the following
aspects. First, our work is based on texture analysis. As we
will demonstrate, the algorithm we develop serves as a general
texture representation technique, thus applicable to other tex-
ture analysis problems. In contrast, the work in [28] is purely
image-based, not really oriented towards textures. Second, our
work provides an end-to-end deep-learning solution, while
theirs is not. Third, our work is generally applicable to material
surface characterization in terms of all kinds of material
properties. However, their solution consists of modules that
are specifically designed for metal surface roughness, not
generalizable for other materials and properties.
Similar to ImageNet [29] for object recognition and natural
scene classification, large-scale texture and material image
datasets have been created through both Internet-based crowd-
source annotation and in-lab controlled acquisition in recent
years. Among these datasets, the Flickr material database
(FMD) [20] and describable textures dataset (DTD) [30] are
moderate-sized datasets for recognizing describable texture
attributes in natural images. The materials in context database
(MINC) [31] is a large-scale, diverse and well-sampled dataset,
with 23 categories and 3 million material samples. By includ-
ing Flickr images and Houzz photos from Internet, the MINC
dataset represents a wide range of materials in the real world,
facilitating material recognition in unconstrained conditions
(i.e. in the wild). Most recently, a large-scale material surface
dataset, ground terrain in outdoor scenes (GTOS), with over
30,000 images covering 40 classes, was collected by Xue
et al. [19], geared towards real-world material recognition
for autonomous agents. These datasets were all created for
material recognition, but not suitable for material surface char-
acterization where very fine-grained classification is performed
within one type of material in terms of some certain material
characteristics or properties. For this purpose, in this paper, we
introduce a large, publicly available dataset named challenging
microscopic material surface dataset (CoMMonS). We utilize
a powerful microscope to capture high-resolution images with
fine details of fabric surfaces. The CoMMonS dataset consists
of 6,912 images covering 24 fabric samples in a controlled en-
vironment under varying imaging conditions such as lighting,
zoom levels, geometric variations, and touching directions. We
use this dataset both to assess the performance of existing deep
learning-based algorithms and to develop our own method for
material surface characterization in terms of fabric properties
such as fiber length, surface smoothness, and toweling effect.
The main contributions of our research in this paper are
summarized below:
1) introducing a publicly available dataset for material sur-
face characterization, which is the first of its kind to the
best of our knowledge;
2) formulating the understudied yet important problem of
material surface characterization as a very fine-grained
texture classification problem, and assessing the existing
deep learning-based texture representation techniques for
this task using our dataset;
3) developing an innovative network architecture that inte-
grates both low- and high-level CNN features to achieve
a multi-level texture representation, maintaining both
texture details and local spatial information, which out-
performs the state-of-the-art deep texture representation
techniques for both material surface characterization and
texture/material recognition.
II. RELEVANT PRIOR WORKS
A. Standard Pipeline for Texture Representation
As reviewed in [9], [10], [11], texture representation tech-
niques include filter-bank-based approaches, statistical models,
bag of words (BOW) pipelines, and the latest CNN-based
descriptors. Over the last decade, representation based on
the BOW model, shown in Fig. 2, has become a popular
choice over others. BOW combined with local descriptors,
such as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [32],
local binary pattern (LBP) [33], or LBP variants [34], [35],
was the most widely used texture representation method. By
assigning each local descriptor to its nearest visual word (i.e.,
a hard assignment), the BOW encoder calculates a histogram
of visual word occurrences. To include richer information
instead of simple occurrences, two popular extensions of BOW
are vector of locally-aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [36]
and Fisher vectors (FV) [37]. Different from BOW, VLAD
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Texture Image/Patch
Feature Extraction
(e.g. SIFT/LBP/CNN)
Feature Encoding
Orderless Pooling
(e.g. BOW, VLAD, FV)
Classifier 
(e.g. NNC, SVM, softmax)
Class 
Label
Fig. 2. The general BOW pipeline.
accumulates the differences between a visual word and its
corresponding local descriptors to aggregate first-order statis-
tics of descriptors, while FV encodes both first- and second-
order statistics of descriptors. With the advent of the deep
learning technology, nowadays it is of interest to integrate
these successful techniques into deep learning networks for
more challenging real-world scenarios.
B. State-of-the-art Learning-based Texture Representation
We mainly discuss two major learning-based methods: FV-
CNN [9] and end-to-end learning [27], [21]. FV-CNN [9]
computes FV [37] on top of generic descriptors such as
SIFT, color features, or deep features such as pretrained deep
convolutional activation features (DeCAF) [38]. FV-CNN as
a gold standard texture representation achieves state-of-the-art
recognition results on texture datasets such as FMD [20] and
KTH-TIPS [39]. One shortcoming of the FV-CNN architecture
is the separate learning of CNN feature extraction, texture
encoding, and classifier training, which does not benefit from
the labeled data. To jointly learn them together in an end-
to-end manner, Zhang et al. [27] proposed a texture encoding
layer, which builds the dictionary learning and feature pooling
on top of the CNN architecture. This deep texture encoding
network (Deep-TEN) learns an orderless representation, which
performs well on texture or material recognition. But as
textures do not always exhibit completely orderless patterns,
local spatial information is still useful for differentiating them.
To address this issue, Xue et al. [21] presented a deep en-
coding pooling network (DEP), which fuses orderless texture
encoding and local spatial information to yield enhanced
performance over Deep-TEN. However, neither Deep-TEN nor
DEP fully utilizes CNN features from different layers and
resolutions, leaving room for further development.
C. Dataset Collection
Over the years, texture/material datasets have transitioned
from cropped stand-alone samples collected in lab settings
(e.g. CUReT [40], KTH-TIPS[41]) to image sets collected
in the wild (e.g. FMD [20], OpenSurfaces [42], LFMD [44],
and MINC [31]) with more diverse samples and real-world
scene context. This transition led to explorations on how to
generalize from one example of a material to another, such as
real-world texture attributes studied in [30].
Early studies of material surface analysis largely con-
centrated on reflectance-based in-lab constrained radiometric
measurements [45] and the image-based modeling [19]. The
reflectance-based measurement captures intrinsic surface prop-
erties, while the image-based modeling captures surfaces with
a single-view image in scene without the multiview reflectance
information. Both modelings enable material recognition [9],
[31], [46], [47], but the image-based modeling is more ap-
propriate for real-world uses. Between the two modeling,
Xue [19] proposed a framework of augular differential imag-
ing, which utilizes both rich radiometric cues and flexible
image capture to enhance material recognition performance.
Additionally, the tactile GelSight sensor [48], the phometric
stero sensor [22], and the haptic acceleration signal [43]
have all been explored. However, these imaging methods are
not suitable for the material surface characterization problem
under study in this paper, where fine details of material surface
dictating the properties of interest can only be observed using
microscopic imaging. A comparison between our CoMMonS
dataset and existing public texture/material datasets is shown
in Table I.
III. DATASET DESCRIPTION
A. Image Acquisition System
Fig. 3. An illustration of the data acquisition system. The microscope is
mounted on a table stand and connected to a laptop. A fabric sample is placed
right under the microscope and on top of a manual staging system. The system
(except for the laptop) is set up within a photo light box to ensure controlled
lighting conditions. Controllable lighting sources are available with both the
light box and the microscope. A temperature/humidity monitor is placed inside
the light box to keep record of the temperature and humidity while acquiring
images.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMONS DATASET AND SOME PUBLICLY AVAILABLE TEXTURE AND MATERIAL DATASETS. THE COMPARISON FOLLOWS THE
EXAMPLE IN [11] AND REUSES ITS RELEVANT INFORMATION.
Name Total Classes Image Gray/ Imaging Illumination Rotation Viewpoint Scale Image Scenes Grain YearImages Size Color Environment Changes Changes Changes Changes Content Level
CUReT [40] 5612 92 200×200 Color Constrained Yes Small Yes No Materials No Coarse 1999
KTHTIPS [41] 810 10 200×200 Color Constrained Yes Small Small Yes Materials No Coarse 2004
FMD [20] 1000 10 512×384 Color Wild Yes Yes No No Materials In scene Coarse 2009
OpenSurfaces [42] 10422 22 Unfixed Color Wild Yes Yes Yes Yes Materials In scene Coarse 2013
DTD [30] 5640 47 Unfixed Color Wild Yes Yes No Yes Textures In scene Fine 2014
TUM Haptic Texture [43] 690 69 224× 224 Color Controlled Yes Yes No Yes Materials No Fine 2014
MINC [31] 2996674 23 Unfixed Color Wild Yes Yes Yes Yes Materials In scene Coarse 2015
MINC2500 [31] 57500 23 362×362 Color Wild Yes Yes Yes Yes Materials In scene Coarse 2015
4D Light-field [44] 30000 12 128× 128 Color Constrained No No No No Materials In scene Coarse 2016
IC-CERTH Fabric [22] 1266 9 640×480 Color Constrained Yes No No No Materials No Fine 2016
GTOS [19] 34243 40 240×240 Color Partially Constrained Yes Yes Yes No Materials Scene Coarse 2016
GTOS-mobile [21] 34243 31 240×240 Color Partially Constrained Yes Yes Yes No Materials Scene Coarse 2018
CoMMonS (ours) 6912 12 1920×2560 Color Constrained Yes Yes No Yes Materials No Very fine 2019
An imaging system: A carefully designed imaging system
is critical for the analysis of fabric surface images. This
imaging system needs to be powerful enough to capture
the fine details of fabric surfaces, which reveal the textural
differences that characterize the fabrics. While a regular digital
camera usually cannot accomplish this task, a commercial im-
ager, Dino-lite AM73915MZT is appropriate for our imaging
system. Some key features of this microscope include: an
optical magnification power ranging from 10 to 220; a high
resolution of 25601920 pixels; an automatic magnification
reading (AMR) function that enables automatic magnification
rate recording; an extended depth of field (EDOF) that pro-
vides enhanced image quality at high magnification rates; and
an enhanced dynamic range (EDR) that provides enhanced
image quality for limited dynamic range conditions.
A controlled environment: The dataset should be a com-
prehensive collection, representing different types of fabrics
imaged in various conditions. Such a comprehensive cover-
age is crucial for validating the system and the algorithms,
ensuring a robust performance. Therefore, the data acquisition
system needs to be established within a controlled environ-
ment. It has to include various environmental conditions as en-
countered in real-world settings, such as variations in lighting,
zoom-in level of the camera lens, position of the fabric, etc.
Our main focus was on establishing a staging system which is
the most challenging component of such a controlled environ-
ment. Considering the large quantity of images to be acquired,
our initial plan was to utilize commercial motorized staging
systems for automated positioning during image acquisition,
so that we could achieve accurate positioning, repeatability
of experiments, efficient data acquisition, and significantly
reduced acquisition time. However, because of the high cost of
motorized staging systems, we switched to commercial manual
staging systems that would satisfy our requirements in terms
of accuracy, repeatability, and efficiency. The complete data
acquisition system is shown in Fig. 3.
B. CoMMonS Dataset Collection
We created a comprehensive dataset of images captured at
the fabric surfaces under varying conditions. We have 24 sam-
ples from “S1” to “S24” with subjective quality evaluation for
three fabric properties, i.e., fiber length, smoothness and towel-
ing effect, respectively. We acquired images for these samples
under varying conditions including six translation positions,
two rotation angles, two lighting conditions, two camera zoom
levels, three camera function settings (Normal/EDOF/EDR),
and two sample conditions regarding touching (or pressing)
directions. The pressing directions are included because they
will affect a human expert in evaluating the fabric properties.
Combining all these conditions, we acquired a dataset of
around 7000 images. Example images are shown in Fig. 4.
We list key features of CoMMonS dataset and compare it with
other counterparts in Table I.
Different from other datasets, our dataset focuses on ma-
terial surface characterization for one material (fabric) in
terms of one of three properties (fiber length, smoothness,
and toweling effect), facilitating a very fine-grained texture
classification. In this particular case, the dataset is used for a
standard supervised problem of material quality evaluation,
as shown in Fig. 5. It takes fabric samples with human
expert ratings as training inputs, and takes fabric samples
without human subject ratings as testing inputs to predict
quality ratings of the testing samples. The texture patches are
classified into 4 classes according to each surface property
measured by human sense of touch. For example, the human
expert rates surface fiber length into 4 levels, from 1 (very
short) to 4 (long), and similarly for smoothness and toweling
effect. Because the samples all belong to the same type of
fabric, the intra-class appearance variation is much smaller,
making the classification much more challenging. Also, our
images are of much higher resolution comparing to those from
other datasets.
IV. PROPOSED LEARNING-BASED METHOD FOR
MATERIAL SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION
To combine both low- and high-level CNN features, we
propose a multi-level texture encoding and representation
network (MuLTER) on top of our previous work [49], whose
architecture is shown in Fig. 6 and Table II. We build the
MuLTER on top of convolutional and non-linear layers pre-
trained on ImageNet [29] (e.g., ResNet18 or ResNet50 [50]).
In addition, we incorporate learnable encoding modules at each
individual layer.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 4. Example images obtained with the data acquisition system: (a) sample “S2” without EDOF; (b) sample “S2” with EDOF, which significantly reduces
the blurry areas; (c) sample “S4” without EDR; (d) sample “S4” with EDR, which enhances the image details not revealed clearly under the original condition;
(e) sample “S1” with camera zoom level 50; (f) sample “S1” with camera zoom level 200; (g) sample “S1” along the “pile” pressing direction; and (h) sample
“S1” along the opposite “pile” pressing direction.
TABLE II
ARCHITECTURE FOR ADOPTING PRETRAINED RESNET50.
Modules Layers Basic Blocks/Layers Ouput Size Multi-levels LEM Output Size
Conv1 7×7, 64, stride 2 150×150×64
ResNet50
Res1
1× 1, 643× 3, 64
1× 1, 64
× 3 75×75×64 LEM1 C=128
Res2
1× 1, 643× 3, 64
1× 1, 64
× 4 38×38×128 LEM2 C=128
Res3
1× 1, 643× 3, 64
1× 1, 64
× 6 14×14×256 LEM3 C=128
Res4
1× 1, 643× 3, 64
1× 1, 64
× 3 19×19×512 LEM4 C=128
Classifier FC 128×4 = 512 =>n n classes
Feature 
Extraction
Feature 
Extraction
Feature 
Encoding
Feature 
Encoding
Classifier 
Training
Classification
Predicted 
Ratings
Fabric Samples w/
Human Expert Ratings
Fabric Samples w/
Unknown Ratings
Fig. 5. Supervised Learning for material quality evaluation.
A. Learnable Encoding Module (LEM)
For texture recognition in an end-to-end learning frame-
work while maintaining texture details, the “texture encoding”
layer was proposed [27], which integrates dictionary learning
and texture encoding in a single learnable model on top of
convolutional layers, shown in Fig. 6. It learns an inherent
dictionary of local texture descriptors extracted from CNNs
and generalizes robust residual encoders such as VLAD [36]
and Fisher Vector [51] through a “residual” layer calculated
by pairwise difference between texture descriptors and the
codewords of the dictionary. In “assignment” layer, assignment
weights are calculated based on pairwise distance between
texture descriptors and codewords and the “aggregation” layer
TABLE III
LEARNABLE ENCODING MODULE (LEM). THE 3RD COLUM SHOWS THE
OUTPUT SIZES FOR AN INPUT IMAGE SIZE OF 224× 224× 3 AND THE 4TH
COLUMN SHOWS THE BASIC BLOCKS OR LAYERS USED.
Spatial Layers Output Size Basic Blocks/Layers
Reshape WH×D W×H×D =>WH×D
Local Encoding K×D K codewordsProjection 64 FC1: KD =>64
Global Pooling D Average PoolingProjection 64 FC2: 512 => 64
L&G Bilinear 4096 => 642
Projection C=128 FC3: 4096 =>128
converts the residuals vectors and the assignment weights into
a full image representation. Thanks to the residual encoding,
such image representations discarding frequently appearing
features are helpful to domain transfer learning.
In addition to orderless texture details captured by the
encoding layer, local spatial information are important visual
cues, and the “global pooling” layer [21] preserves local spatial
information by average pooling. Then, a bilinear model [52]
follows the texture encoding layer and the global pooling
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Conv1
Conv
BN
ReLU
MaxPool
Res1: 
Basic Block
Res2: 
Basic Block
Res3: 
Basic Block
Learnable Encoding Module (LEM)
Learnable
Codewords
AssignmentResiduals
Aggregation
L2 Norm
FC1
Local Texture Encoding
Global Average Pooling
BN
FC2
Global Pooling
Bilinear Model FC3
FCRes4: 
Basic Block
LEM2
LEM3
LEM4
LEM1
Features
Res: 
Basic Block
Conv
BN
ReLU
Conv
BN
Addition
LabelInput Image
Fig. 6. Flowchart of our proposed method.
layer to jointly combine the two types of complementary
information. We refer to the entire module as a learnable
encoding module (LEM), shown in Fig. 6 and Table III. Here
we briefly introduce the notations. The input size of a LEM
is W × H × D, where W , H , and D denote the width,
the height, and the feature channel dimension of the input
volume, respectively. The codewords’ number of the learnable
dictionary is K.
B. Multi-level Deep Feature Fusion
The multi-level feature fusion means the joint utilization of
both low-level features and high-level features from Res1 to
Res4 of ResNet50. ResNet50 uses 4 basic blocks of similar
structures and one example of the basic block is shown in
the left bottom of Fig. 6. Given an input image with size
300×300×3, after employing convolutional filters (i.e. Conv1,
a default structure at the beginning of the Resnet family), the
output size is 150×150×64. Then we feed it into ResNet18.
Here, we have four levels, Res1, Res2, Res3, and Res4.
The outputs from each level have different output sizes so
we feed them into different sizes of LEMs. For example, for
the first level, Res1 is followed by LEM1, where the output
size of Res1 is W × H × D = 150 × 150 × 64 and LEM1
converts it into a feature vector of dimension C = 128.
Whatever the input image size is, the same architecture shown
in Table II can be used to produce a fixed-length (i.e., C)
feature representation. Similar to the first level, we can repeat
the procedure above to calculate a feature vector of dimension
C = 128 for level 2, 3, and 4. For local CNN-based texture
descriptors at each level with either low-level features or high-
level features, we preserve both texture details and local spatial
information through their corresponding LEMs. To combine
the features from different levels, we concatenate them and
feed them into a classification layer. Assuming the number of
classes is n, the classification layer maps the 4C feature vector
to n classes.
The multi-level architecture for texture encoding and rep-
resentation has multiple advantages. First, the multi-level
architecture makes it easy to adjust regarding which level
of information should be fused. Second, it can be easily
extended to other CNN models by adapting the size of LEMs
and the number of levels. Third, all modules in the overall
architecture are differentiable, so the network can be trained
with back propagation in an end-to-end texture encoding and
representation network. Last but not the least, this architecture
produces a compact yet discriminative representation with a
full image representation with a dimension of 512.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Implementation and Evaluation on CoMMonS
Data Preparation: We performed six-fold cross validation
for training and testing splits. In our work, images were ac-
quired at six non-overlapping locations of each fabric sample.
Taking one fold as an example, patches of size 300 × 300
extracted from images of location 2, location 3, · · · , and
location 6 are used to form the training set, which is used
to train and learn the feature encoder and the classifier. Then,
patches of the same size extracted from images of location 1
of all fabric samples are used to form the testing set, which
is used to test how good the feature encoder and the classifier
are for predicting the characteristics of a given patch. Patch
examples of different “smoothness” levels from “very smooth”
to “rough” are shown in Fig. 7. We repeat this procedure for
other five data splits. Such six-fold cross validation is used
for texture classification evaluation of different representation
algorithms later. The training set is used to train FV-CNN or
end-to-end learning approaches and the testing dataset is used
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to test how good they are for predicting the characteristics of
a given patch.
Performance Evaluation: We run experiments on a PC
(Nvidia GeForce GTX1070, RAM: 8GB) and evaluate state-
of-the-art methods including FV-CNN [38] and DEP [21].
The experimental settings for DEP [21] and MuLTER are:
learning rate starting at 0.1 and decaying every 10 epochs
(step = 10) by a factor of 0.1, batch size 16, and the total
number of epochs 30. The number of codewords K is set
to 32. For a fair comparison to our MuLTER method using
fully connected layer and softmax as a classifier, we extract
FV-CNN [38] features combining pre-trained CNN features
and feature encoding and apply the same classifier and the
same setting (i.e. staring learning rate = 0.1, step = 10, epochs
= 30, and batch size =16). Regarding FV-CNN, we evaluate
two pretrained models, VGG-M and VGG-VD. The extensive
comparisons of the four methods for each surface property
and two zooming levels are shown in Table IV to Table IX,
respectively.
TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS IN % ON THE
COMMONS DATASET FOR THE “FIBER LENGTH” PROPERTY. (ZOOM: 50,
ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 70.5 67.4 58.4 65.3
Split 2 52.4 58.9 58.2 58.7
Split 3 64.2 55.3 50.3 52.1
Split 4 59.2 55.8 67.6 72.4
Split 5 58.2 59.2 63.2 66.6
Split 6 63.4 54.2 44.2 57.1
Average 61.3±5.6 58.5±4.4 57.0±7.8 62.0±6.7
TABLE V
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS IN % ON THE
COMMONS DATASET FOR THE “SMOOTHNESS” PROPERTY. (ZOOM: 50,
ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 52.5 44.8 54.8 55.6
Split 2 55.7 60.8 57.5 65.6
Split 3 59.4 56.0 57.3 60.8
Split 4 56.9 53.3 51.9 54.4
Split 5 55.6 52.9 54.2 58.1
Split 6 56.3 50.2 65.6 59.6
Average 56.1±2.0 53.0±4.9 56.9±4.3 59.0±3.7
Taking the comparison regarding the “Smoothness” property
under the zooming level “50” as an example, we discuss the
performance of different methods on fabric surface property
characterization. The classification accuracy of all six splits
and their average are shown in Table V. The best feature ex-
traction algorithm (the one we proposed) achieved an average
accuracy of 59.0%, which is 2.1% higher over its closest coun-
terpart, DEP [21], 2.9% better than FV-CNN(VGG-M) [38],
and 6.0% more accurate than FV-CNN(VGG-VD) [38]. From
Table IV to Table IX, we highlight the highest accuracy in
TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS ON THE
COMMONS DATASET REGARDING THE “TOWELING” PROPERTY. (ZOOM:
50, ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 58.4 51.6 51.6 61.6
Split 2 57.8 53.4 55.3 57.5
Split 3 55.9 51.9 47.5 55.6
Split 4 48.1 57.2 41.9 48.8
Split 5 56.3 51.0 52.2 56.3
Split 6 60.0 62.8 60.0 57.8
Average 56.1±3.8 54.7±4.2 51.4±5.7 56.3±3.8
TABLE VII
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS IN % ON THE
COMMONS DATASET FOR THE “FIBER LENGTH” PROPERTY. (ZOOM: 200,
ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 42.1 45.5 41.8 46.3
Split 2 46.1 46.3 53.2 51.8
Split 3 53.7 52.6 57.7 58.2
Split 4 44.2 52.9 48.9 63.9
Split 5 43.2 51.3 47.6 52.4
Split 6 53.4 60.0 51.3 55.0
Average 47.1±4.7 51.4±4.8 50.1±4.9 54.6±5.5
bold. Our proposed method, MuLTER, achieved the best in
all six tables, while the other methods in comparison did not
perform as consistently. The improvement over the second best
method is as follows: 0.7% in Table IV, 2.1% in Table V,
0.2% in Table VI, 3.2% in Table VII, 0.5% in Table VIII,
and 1.7% in Table IX. This supports our claim that the end-
to-end texture representation with multi-level feature fusion is
capable of capturing the unique characteristics of fabrics in
terms of fabric length, smoothness, and toweling effect better
than its state-of-the-art counterparts. Although the overall
accuracy rates are not high across the experiments, they are
reasonable considering the challenging nature of the dataset.
Interestingly, for all experiments, the performance is typically
higher for fiber length, followed by smoothness, and lowest
for toweling effect. We believe this is because fiber length
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS IN % ON THE
COMMONS DATASET FOR THE “SMOOTHNESS” PROPERTY. (ZOOM: 200,
ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 50.4 47.3 51.9 51.5
Split 2 42.5 40.0 46.5 46.0
Split 3 50.8 44.0 56.9 52.3
Split 4 46.0 50.2 51.5 55.2
Split 5 41.7 45.6 48.8 49.0
Split 6 51.3 43.3 48.8 52.9
Average 47.1± 4.0 45.1±3.2 50.7±3.3 51.2±2.9
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Fig. 7. Patch examples regarding the “smoothness” property.
TABLE IX
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS ON THE
COMMONS DATASET FOR THE “TOWELING” PROPERTY. (ZOOM: 200,
ROTATION: -30◦)
Data FV-CNN [38] FV-CNN [38] DEP [21] ProposedSplits (VGG-M) (VGG-VD)
Split 1 39.1 47.8 39.4 47.5
Split 2 50.6 45.6 41.9 47.5
Split 3 50.3 50.9 40.9 42.8
Split 4 37.5 38.4 49.4 47.2
Split 5 38.8 43.8 45.9 44.7
Split 6 49.7 46.9 53.1 53.8
Average 44.3±5.9 45.6±3.9 45.1±4.9 47.3±3.4
is the most well-defined and most apparent among the three
properties. On the contrary, toweling effect is an irregularity
condition of the fabric, which is typically distributed very
sparsely among the data samples. Additionally, comparing the
classification accuracy of the same property under different
zooming levels, we observe that patches with zooming level
“200” are more difficult to be differentiated than those of
zooming level “50”. We believe this performance degradation
is caused by a lack of necessary global or macro information.
Therefore, capturing fine details with large zooming levels and
maintaining global/macro information is a trade-off that needs
to be carefully considered when designing the data collection
protocol.
B. Evaluation on Public Standard Datasets
Dataset Details: To show the performance of our proposed
method as a general texture representation technique for
texture/material recognition, we test it on two recent chal-
lenging texture/material datasets: materials in context database
(MINC)-2500 [31] and ground terrain database (GTOS)-
mobile [21]. The MINC dataset is an order of magnitude
larger than previous texture and material datasets (such as
KTH-TIPS [41] and FMD [20]), while being more diverse and
well-sampled across its 23 categories. For a fair comparison
with other methods, we use MINC-2500 (i.e. a subset of
MINC with 2500 patches per category). GTOS-mobile is a
dataset including images for ground terrain regions captured
by mobile phones. It consists of 31 classes such as grass,
brick, soil, etc., and can be used for material classification. The
GTOS-mobile is challenging because of its realistic capturing
conditions (i.e. a mobile imaging device, hand-held video, and
uncalibrated capture). Compared with GTOS-mobile, MINC-
2500 is a more general one.
Training Procedure: Following the standard testing proto-
col of MINC-2500 and GTOS-mobile, we use the same data
argumentation and training procedure. We resize images to
256 × 256 and randomly crop patches to 224 × 224. For the
training part, we augment data using horizontal flips with a
50% probability. For a fair comparison with [21], we build a
ResNet18 for the GTOS-mobile dataset and build a ResNet50
for the MINC-2500 dataset. As mentioned in Sec. IV-B,
our method is easily extended to other CNN models (e.g.
ResNet50) by adapting the size of LEMs. Our experimental
settings are: learning rate starting at 0.01 and decaying every
10 epochs by a factor of 0.1, batch size 128 for GTOS-mobile
and 32 for MINC-2500, momentum 0.9, and the total number
of epochs 30. The number of codewords K is set to 8 for
GTOS-mobile and 32 for MINC-2500. The result is shown
in Table X, which shows the superior recognition accuracy of
our proposed multi-level architecture. We run experiments on
a PC (Nvidia GeForce GTX1070, RAM: 8GB).
Performance Evaluation: We evaluated our method and
compared with other state-of-the-art methods on these two
datasets, as shown in Table X. The results for ResNet [50], FV-
CNN [30], and Deep-TEN [27] were borrowed from [21]. The
results for DEP were generated using codes [53] provided by
the authors. On the MINC-2500 dataset, our method achieved a
recognition accuracy of 82.2%, which outperforms Deep-TEN
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TABLE X
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS ON THE
MINC-2500 AND THE GTOS-MOBILE DATASETS IN %.
Methods MINC-2500 [31] GTOS-mobile [21]
ResNet [9] N/A 70.8
FV-CNN [9] 63.1 N/A
Deep-TEN [27] 80.4 74.2
DEP [21] 81.0 77.0
Proposed 82.2 78.2
by 1.8% and DEP by 1.2%. On the GTOS-mobile dataset, the
recognition accuracy of our method is 78.2%, which is 4.0%
better than Deep-TEN and 1.2% better than DEP. The reason
behind our enhanced performance is that our method fuses
multi-level CNN features in a distinctive and compact way
while Deep-TEN and DEP only use features from a single
level.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulated the problem of characterizing
a material in terms of a certain property as a very fine-
grained texture classification problem. Intrinsically, this is
more challenging than merely recognizing a material, mainly
because of the much smaller inter-class appearance variations
and the fact that some material properties are more latent
than apparent. We have successfully developed an objective
vision-based system to assess fabric hand thereby laying the
foundation for a real-time quality assessment system. Using
microscopy imaging, we created a dataset of fabric surfaces,
CoMMonS, a first-of-its-kind public dataset geared toward
this understudied problem. We assessed the state-of-the-art
deep learning-based texture representation techniques using
CoMMonS, and demonstrated that they are inadequate for
such surface characterization tasks. In addition, we proposed
an innovative deep learning network architecture, MuLTER,
that extracts both low-level and high-level CNN features to
achieve a multi-level texture representation. With MuLTER,
we were able to achieve enhanced performance over the
state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms not only for material
surface characterization using CoMMonS, but also for more
general texture/material recognition. This proved the value
of integrating CNN features from multiple levels with the
embedment of a learnable encoding module at each level for
texture representation. Our exploration here provided a unique
benchmark for material surface characterization and very fine-
grained texture classification, which will hopefully be useful
for a wide rage of real-world application scenarios.
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